Freedom of Speech

Simply put, it’s our most important right
I’m working on an article detailing our Right to Freedom of Speech, and while doing so I’ve learned, or
more accurately, I’ve repeatedly found confirmation of my belief that Canadians do not, despite he rhetoric
from both government and the mainstream press, have the Right to Freedom of Speech.
With the passage of the Canadian Human Rights Act and the evil spawn it created, namely the Canadian
Human Rights Commission, that long-standing Right was turned into a privilege.
Free Speech was converted into “Approved Speech”, and so long as the government censors agree with
what you say, you are completely free to say it.
Should, however, you espouse a thought that meets with disapproval by one of the so-called protected
groups under the Canadian Human Rights Act, you can be summoned before the Canadian Human Rights
Commission to explain why you do not hold an “Approved Opinion”.
In short, with the passage of the Canadian Human Rights Act, overnight Canada was turned into George
Orwell’s 1984.
In the 33 years between the Bill’s first passage and today, hundreds (if not thousands) of Canadians have
suffered under the weight of this odious legislation.
Until Marc Lemire, the Canadian Human Rights Commission had a 100% conviction rate. In the
simplest terms, what that means is that if you were charged under this legislation, then you were guilty.
Period. No appeal, and in true Orwellian fashion, the truth is no defense.
Then came a man named Marc Lemire. Lemire was hauled before this kangaroo court by a man who made
his living by filing human rights complaints and this act ultimately spelled the end of the hated Section 13.
Why?
Because Marc Lemire was thoroughly unwilling to submit to an unconstitutional law that said he had to
either shut up or hold an “approved opinion” as dictated by minions of the Almighty State.
While Section 13 of the Canadian Human Rights Act has not been pronounced dead yet, it is currently on
life support and the Canadian Senate will pull the plug sometime later this year. Or to be clearer, if they do
their duty to uphold the Constitution they will pull the plug on Section 13 in the near future.
Please read the articles on the following pages and pay close attention.
There
is the lead-in written by me, and then a lengthy explanation of his case
Text like this is a link to
written by Marc Lemire himself.
online content.
Lemire’s 8-year legal battle with the Goliath that is
These links are provided
government is not yet over, and he desperto give you easy access to
the original news story or ately needs and deserves our support.
Yours in Liberty,
other relevant information.
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Freedom of Speech
Marc Lemire Appeals bizarre Federal Court ruling on Section 13 censorship
As you no doubt already know, MP Brian Storseth’s Private Members Bill C-304, an Act to repeal Section
13 of the Canadian Human Rights Act has passed the Canadian Parliament. It must still pass the Senate
before this evil piece of legislation will be gone for good.
In the meantime, Marc Lemire’s long legal battle with serial plaintiff Richard Warman
continues. Ezra Levant refers to Warman as “Canada’s most offended man”.
The latest decision by Federal Court Justice Richard Mosley in the case of Warman v.
Lemire (view PDF of decision) was quite bizarre. It struck down the penalty clause of the
Human Rights Act while simultaneously upholding the constitutionality of Section 13.
If you think that is confusing, don’t worry. You’re not alone. Ezra Levant is also a little
puzzled, and does his best to explain what the federal court ruling means with some help
from Chris Schafer of the Canadian Constitutional Foundation. You can watch that video on
YouTube: http://youtu.be/NUhZhjB7nos
Since this is the law of the land until the bill to repeal Section 13 passes the Senate, Marc Lemire must
continue his battle to have the law struck down on constitutional grounds.
It is important to remember that Marc Lemire is the only person to win their case in the 33 year history
of the Canadian Human Rights Commission! He is the guy who broke their 100% conviction rate.
So far this case has eaten up 8 years of Marc Lemire’s life and the battle is still not over.
Please join with me in supporting Marc Lemire’s Constitutional Challenge of Section 13 of the Canadian
Human Rights Act.
You can donate online through PayPal (you don’t need a PayPal
account to donate as long as you have a credit card) by using this link:
http://christopherdiarmani.com/support-mark-lemire
If you prefer not to use PayPal you can mail your donation directly to
Marc Lemire at:
Marc Lemire
762 Upper James St, Suite 384
Hamilton, Ontario L9C 3A2
For those trying to keep track of Marc Lemire’s on-going legal ordeal,
here is a brief rundown on what has happened so far.
In 2003, serial plaintiff Richard Warman filed a Section 13 complaint against Marc Lemire for postings
on a message board he ran, and one post on his website – The Freedomsite.
Lemire removed the entire message board before receiving Warman’s complaint, and removed the single
posting as soon as he received the complaint (a posting entitled “Aids Secrets” – written by an American).
Since Lemire removed the material and undertook never to re-post it, that should have been the end of
the case – since the Canadian Human Rights Act is a completely remedial piece of legislation.
(I.E. not meant to punish anyone).
Well, the Canadian Human Rights Commission (CHRC) had a different idea of what “remedial” means,
and the CHRC went on a fishing expedition to try to find anything else to prosecute Lemire with.
The CHRC found a few documents, and Warman submitted a website he claimed Lemire operated. When
Warman submitted the website, he also asked the CHRC to hide this from Lemire – which the CHRC
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promptly did. In the interim, CHRC staffers signed up on message boards such as Stormfront.org and
attempted to engage (entrap?!) Lemire in conversation using an alias known as “Jadewarr”.
Notwithstanding the fact that Lemire remediated all complained of material, the CHRC arrogantly
pushed on, and a Tribunal was setup to investigate Lemire and the hundreds of absurd claims of “hate
speech” being made against him. As part of his defence, Lemire questioned the constitutional validity of
Section 13 of the Human Rights Act.
The Tribunal hearing spanned years and finally in 2009 the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal threw
out almost the entire case against Lemire. The Tribunal ruled against every single alleged “hate” message
Lemire was accused of; except for one. The Tribunal also found that Section 13 and 54 of the Canadian Human Rights Act was unconstitutional. (Read the decision here.)
The censors were not happy with that, and in 2009 (yes three years ago!!) the CHRC appealed to the
Federal Court of Canada seeking a judicial review of the decision of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal.
With the constitutionality of Section 13 now seriously in question, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal stopped all enforcement of Section 13 and put on hold the cases which were before it (Arthur Topham,
Henry Makow, etc) until a final decision in the Lemire case. Also while waiting for the Federal Court to
rule, the Parliament of Canada passed Bill C-304 which, when it passes the Senate, will repeal Section 13 of
the Canadian Human Rights Act. (Currently Bill C-304 is at Second reading in the Senate of Canada)
In early October, 2012, the Federal Court – after taking three years – finally ruled.
The court found that Section 13 of the Canadian Human Right Act was just fine but the penalty provision
of the law was unconstitutional. Therefore the Federal Court stuck down Section 54 of the Human Rights
Act, but left Section 13 intact.
That’s where we are now.
If Lemire chose not to appeal, the other cases which were halted awaiting a final decision would be activated, and the victims would have been dragged before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal, and in some
other cases, the Federal Court.
Federal Court Ruling by Mosley
The ruling by Liberal Appointee – Justice Richard Mosley is at times head scratching and at other times
in error. On the head scratching side, the Judge could not even get the correct date of the Tribunal’s decision. In Mosley’s decision, he claimed the decision date was “September 9, 2009” when in fact the Tribunal
ruled on September 2, 2009.
The Judge mixes up and totally confuses the history of Section 13 and how the penalty provisions were
adopted. And his confusion of the law was then used as reasons to justify Section 13 at a later point.
In one of the more strange errors, Justice Mosley overturned finding of fact which the Tribunal made
with respect to mediation (or lack of mediation) which took place in the Lemire case.
From day 1, Marc Lemire tried to mediate the case which clearly follows the principles of the Canadian
Human Rights Act. All of Lemire’s requests for mediation seemed to fall on deaf ears. Mosley, in his decision, totally gets it all wrong, and by a misreading of what happened on mediation, comes to an erroneous
conclusion.
One of the major submissions to the Appeals court, will be the errors which Lemire alleges Justice Mosley
made when looking at the historical amendments to Section 13 of the Canadian Human Rights Act.
Among the amendment that Mosley looked at was the 2001 amendment to Section 13, which was buried
in Canada’s so-called “Anti-Terrorism” legislation, which expanded the censorship powers of the CHRC to
the internet and even to all interconnected computer networks.
When Section 13 was first passed in the late 1970’s, Section 13 only applied to the limited aspects of a
telephone answering machine.
In 1990, the Supreme Court of Canada looked at Section 13 and how it applied to Telephone answering
machines only, and even with that limited range of speech that was censored, the Supreme Court of Canada
narrowly upheld Section 13 as constitutional by the slimmest of majorities - a 4-3 ruling.
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(Interesting side note: Justice Beverley McLachlin was the author of the 3 person dissent and wanted to strike
down Section 13. McLachlin is now the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.)
Because of the vast quantity of information available on the Internet, it comprises an integral component to the Lemire constitutional challenge.
And guess who was a key decision maker and “point man” for the “Anti-Terrorism Act”? The same Act,
which extended CHRC censorship to the Internet? The one and only; Justice Richard Mosley.
In 2001, Justice Richard Mosley was the associate deputy minister for criminal law at the Department of
Justice. During his time as deputy minister, Mosley was the “point man” for the “Anti-Terrorism Act”.
Mosley defended the legislation at every occassion, including multiple press conferences and even before
Parliament.
As Macleans reported “... speaking at a press briefing around the same time, Mosley didn’t hesitate to dismiss
concerns raised by reporters that the new law could violate civil liberties.”
One of the main arguments against Section 13’s constitutionality is that it now applies it’s censorship
regime to the Internet; the most interactive and inclusive communications medium the world has ever
known. Because of the Internet’s liberating framework, it has become one of the main pillars of the Lemire
Constitutional Challenge.
This was also raised as a critical issue by the Canadian Civil Liberties Association (PDF document), the
BC Civil Liberties Association (PDF document), and the Canadian Free Speech League.
Is it really any wonder that Judge Mosley completely ignored all our submissions and in his ruling retorted with this dismissive one line answer:
“As found by the Tribunal at para 231 of the decision, the conclusion in Taylor on rational connection to the legislative objective still applies. I am of the same view.”
Keep in mind; the application of Section 13 to the Internet was part of HIS legislation (the Anti-Terrorism Act). An Act which HE defended to the media and in front of a Parliamentary sub-committee.
And it was Mosley himself who so quickly dismissed concerns about civil liberties over the so-called AntiTerrorism Act.
Considering that Judge Mosley was a critical player and the “front man” for the 2001 amendments to
Section 13 – doesn’t it raise the question of a fair hearing or even a claim of reasonable apprehension of
bias?
How can justice be served (and seen to be served) when a Judge sits in judgment over the very legislation
that HE was so closely associated with, defended, justified and sold to Canadians?
Justice Mosley should have identified to the parties his role in the founding of the legislation, and then
stepped aside and allowed another Judge to sit in review this important case.
In Canada, justice must be transparent and be seen to be transparent.
It is quite possible that a reasonable person who attended the hearing (where Mosley was intolerant and
dismissive of Lemire’s lawyer - Barbara Kulaszka), or followed the live blog of it on the internet, or even read
about the exchange between Mosley and Kulasza on the front page of the National Post; and now knowing
the background of Justice Mosley and the “Anti-Terrorism Act” could take a grim view of the whole process,
which tends to bring the administration of justice into disrepute.
Please join with me in supporting Marc Lemire’s Constitutional Challenge of Section 13 of the
Canadian Human Rights Act.
You can donate online through PayPal (you don’t need a PayPal account to donate as long as you have a
credit card) by using this link:
http://christopherdiarmani.com/support-mark-lemire
If you prefer not to use PayPal you can mail your donation directly to Marc Lemire at:
Marc Lemire
762 Upper James St, Suite 384
Hamilton, Ontario L9C 3A2
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Police Accountability
Smile!
Calgary police officers will use miniature video cameras to keep an eye on you.
Clip-on devices will help gather evidence, provide transparency
Fifty Calgary Police Service officers have
now been equipped with video cameras in a
$60,000 pilot project to test the equipment.
Officers in the traffic section, district patrol
and canine unit will wear the clip-on cameras
on their shirts or jackets while on duty to be
able to record both audio and video.
“We’re doing it to gather evidence, we’re doing
it to keep officers safe and we’re doing it for the
transparency,” said Acting Sgt. Evel Kiez.
The cameras are turned on and off at officers’ discretion. The recording is constant so when the officers start recording, the previous 15 seconds of
footage is documented.
“If you’re standing in an intersection and two cars collided, at that point you could activate your camera and it
would capture that,” said Kiez.
With gyro and stabilization technology built into the cameras, they can be mounted upside down or sideways and the recording can be corrected.
“It’s not like cameras of the old days like the Blair Witch project where you see it bouncing all over the place. It’s
very stable,” he said.
The pilot project will last until the spring and a decision will then be made on whether to cancel, continue
or expand the use of the cameras to more officers.
There is no requirement for officers to inform the public they are being recorded, said Kiez, but he said it
is often to the officers’ advantage to tell people they are being taped.
He hopes it will reduce complaints about officer behaviour and police members who turn off their cameras during contentious events will have to explain why they did so.
Members of the public can make a FOIP application to get access to an event where they were recorded.
With 30 lbs. of equipment already on, Kiez said officers shouldn’t notice the extra quarter pound of
weight.
The cameras are supposed to have an eight-hour battery life and can record for five continuous hours.
Officers download the footage to their computers at the end of their shifts. Unused footage is deleted after
400 days.
Other departments that have tested them found officers recorded 1.5 hours of footage per shift on average, he said.
“We’re testing to see what a Calgary winter will do to the lenses coming in and out of a police car. Will the lenses
fog up? How long will the batteries last? How well does it work with the officers?”
The Edmonton Police Service is testing the same equipment and the announcement on Friday by Calgary
police came just a few weeks after Calgary police announced they are also expanding their use of in car
cameras.
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From Our Canadian Courts
Ontario Superior Court Awards “special enhanced costs” for SLAPP Litigation
Jeff Feiner’s Litigation Blog

The Ontario Superior Court has ruled that commencing defamation litigation for the purpose of silencing
a critic or stifling public discussion can trigger elevated cost consequences.
SLAPP stands for “Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation”. A lawsuit is considered SLAPP litigation if its primary purpose is to stifle criticism of a matter of public interest. The theory behind sanctioning SLAPP litigation is that it will force outspoken critics to divert their attention from their public
activities to expend resources on a legal defence. SLAPP lawsuits can also have the potential of creating a
“litigation chill” which serve as an implicit warning to others against engaging in public criticism.
In a recent decision, Morris v. Johnson, 2012 ONSC 5824 (CanLII), Master Thomas Hawkins of the
Ontario Superior Court adopted the principle that a plaintiff who has commenced SLAPP litigation will be
liable for an elevated costs award at its conclusion.
Facts
Phyllis Morris, the Mayor of Aurora, Ontario, launched a $6,000,000 defamation lawsuit against some of
her outspoken critics, including Richard Johnson and William Hogg. Mayor Morris severed as mayor from
2006 until December 1, 2010. In 2010, she was running for her second term, with election day approaching on October 25, 2010.
In August, 2010, Johnson wrote and posted on the Aurora Citizen newspaper website an article which
was critical of Mayor Morris and which prompted others to post over 50 comments about Johnson’s article
on the website. Many of the comments were critical of the mayor and posted anonymously or under pseudonyms.
On September 15, 2010 Aurora’s town council passed a resolution to retain legal counsel to take any and
all actions to bring resolution to the matter of defamation of Mayor Morris. Essentially, Council authorized Mayor Morris to commence an action for defamation with the Town of Aurora paying her legal fees.
On October 8, 2010 Mayor Morris commenced a lawsuit for defamation, seeking $6,000,000 in damages,
against Johnson, Hogg, and five others.
Normally, a lawsuit is commenced by issuing and serving a Statement of Claim. Sometimes a shorter,
less descriptive Notice of Action is drafted first and issued by the court. Notices of Action are normally
prepared when there is not enough time to prepare a Statement of Claim and meet a filing deadline, such as
a limitation period. Under the Rules of Civil Procedure, a Notice of Action cannot be served on its own. It
must be served with a Statement of Claim.
In this action, Mayor Morris issued and served a Notice of Action with no Statement of Claim – contrary
to the Rules of Civil Procedure - three weeks before the election. Mayor Morris ended up losing the election
in 2010 and discontinued the action in October 2011. As a result of the discontinuance, the defendants
were entitled to bring a motion seeking their costs of the litigation. They sought additional costs on the
basis that Mayor Morris’ action was SLAPP litigation.
Court concludes that this is SLAPP Litigation
Master Hawkins ruled that this case was SLAPP litigation. He took the following evidence into account:
RR Mayor Morris brought this action expressly in her capacity as Mayor of the Corporation of the Town
of Aurora and until December 14, 2010 she had access to Aurora municipal money to fund this litigation.
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RR The action was commenced without any prior demand letter to the defendants from Mayor Morris
or her lawyers.
RR The action was commenced without complying with the prior notice provisions of the Libel and
Slander Act, R.S.O. 1990 ch. L-12 respecting broadcasts.
RR The action was commenced less than three weeks prior to the municipal election in which Mayor
Morris was seeking a second term as mayor.
RR The action was commenced by notice of action rather than by statement of claim.
RR In her Notice of Action Mayor Morris expressly sought monetary damages, which Master Hawkins
found unusual.
RR The notice of action was served on the defendants immediately and without any statement of claim,
in contravention of subrule 14.03 (4) of the Rules of Civil Procedure.
Based on this evidence, Master Hawkins held:
“I infer from these facts that Mayor Morris was not prepared to wait and see if a demand letter would
have the desired effect of silencing Johnson, Hogg and Bishenden, and not prepared to wait until her lawyers
prepared a statement of claim. In my view, Mayor Morris wanted to hit Johnson, Hogg and Bishenden quickly
and hard, in order to silence them as her critics sooner rather than later in the weeks leading up to the October
25, 2010 municipal elections.
I have therefore come to the conclusion that this action is indeed SLAPP litigation.”
SLAPP Litigation Triggers Special Enhanced Costs
In view of his conclusion that this action was SLAPP litigation, Master Hawkins applied the principle that
a higher costs award was warranted, incorporating a 2011 decision of the British Columbia Supreme Court.
He wrote:
“Because I regard this action as SLAPP litigation designed to stifle debate about Mayor Morris’ fitness for
office, commenced during her re-election campaign, I award Johnson and Hogg special enhanced costs as was
done in Scory v. Krannitz,2011 BCSC 1344 (CanLII), 2011 BCSC 1344 per Bruce J. at para. 31 (B.C.S.C.).”
As a result, Master Hawkins awarded the defendants more than $21,000 in costs.
Legislative Response to SLAPP Litigation?
The issue of SLAPP Litigation continues to be considered by Ontario’s lawmakers. Indeed, the Attorney
General of Ontario struck an “Anti-SLAPP Advisory Panel” which produced a report on October 28, 2010.
The panel, after hearing public submissions, concluded that anti-SLAPP legislation should be enacted to
protect public participation in the public sphere.
The report can be found on the Attorney General’s website or by clicking here.
Anti-SLAPP legislation was recently introduced in the Ontario Legislature by way of a Private Member’s
Bill.
Bill 132, the Protection of Public Participation Act, 2012 passed first reading on October 15, 2012.
If passed, the Bill would provide a framework for the early dismissal of SLAPP lawsuits by the court.
However, the Bill’s status is now uncertain as a result of the recent decision to prorogue the Legislature.
The text of the Bill can be found on the Ontario Legislature website or by clicking here.
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Liberty
Reexamining Democracy by Tibor Machan
Over the last several decades of American political life the idea of liberty has taken a back seat to that of democracy. Liberty involves human beings governing themselves, being sovereign citizens, while democracy is a method
by which decisions are reached within groups.
In a just society it is liberty that is primary – the entire point of law is to secure liberty for everyone, to make sure
that the rights of individuals to their lives, liberty and pursuit of happiness is protected from any human agent bent
on violating them. Democracy is but a byproduct of liberty.
Because we are all supposed to be free to govern ourselves, whenever some issue of public policy faces the citizenry, they are all entitled to take part. Democratic government rests, in a free society, on the right of every individual
to take whatever actions are needed to influence public policy.
Because freedom or liberty is primary, the scope of public policy and, thus, of democracy in a just society is strictly limited. The reason is that free men and women may not be intruded on even if a majority of their fellows would
decide to do so. If one is free, which means a self-governing person, then even the majority of one’s fellows lack the
authority to take over one’s governance without one’s consent.
This is what the US Declaration of Independence means when it mentions that government derives its just powers
from the consent of the governed: In a just society no one loses his or her authority for self-government without
giving it up as a matter of choice.
No one gets to do surgery on you, no matter how wise and competent, without your giving your consent, and the
same is true, in a just system, about imposing duties and obligations on people. They must agree to this. If they do
not, they aren’t to be ordered about at all.
The only apparent exception is when it comes to laws that protect everyone’s rights. One may indeed be ordered
not to kill, rob, rape, burglarize and assault other persons, even if one fails to consent to this. And when the legal
authorities do this job of protecting individual rights, they may order one to abstain from all such aggressive
actions. So one might say that the US Constitution, especially the Bill of Rights, was meant mostly to be a defensive
document, constraining and not expanding the authority of government.
This doesn’t involve the authority to intrude on people, only being duly authorized, via the consent of the
governed, to protect everyone from intrusions. It is along these lines that the idea of limited government – or legal
authority – arises: It may only act to protect rights, to impose the laws that achieve that goal, nothing more. Again,
as the Declaration of Independence notes, it is to secure our rights that governments are instituted, not for any
other purpose.
Of course, this idea of limited government hardly figures into considerations of public policy in the USA or elsewhere. We have never actually confined government to this clearly limited, just purpose. It has always gone beyond
that and today its scope is nearly totalitarian (albeit somewhat “permissive”), the very opposite of being limited and
a host of prominent legal scholars keeps stressing this fact (e.g., by reference to the interstate commerce clause). But
there is no doubt that even though liberty has been nearly forgotten as an ideal of just government in America as
well as elsewhere, democracy does remain something of an operational ideal.
In this way liberty has been curtailed tremendously, mainly to the minor sphere of everyone having a right to take
part in public decision-making. Whereas the original classical liberal idea is that we are free in all realms and democracy concerns mainly who will administer a system of laws that’s required to protect our liberty, the corrupt version
of this idea is that democracy addresses everything in our lives and the only liberty we have left is occasionally to
take part in the decision-making about whatever is taken to be a so-called “public” matter.
One way this is clearly evident is how many of the top universities in the USA construe public administration to
be a topic having to do primarily with the way democracy works. Indeed, after the demise of the Soviet Union, even
though the major issue should have been the establishment and maintenance of a regime of individual liberty, the
experts in academe who write and teach the rest of the world about public administration are nearly all focused on
democracy, not on liberty.
For example, the courses at America’s premier public administration graduate school, the John F. Kennedy School
of Government at Harvard University, are mainly focused on problems of democracy. At this institution not long
ago nearly 40 percent of the students attending came from 75 foreign countries, many of them from those that used
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to be under Soviet rule, and what they’ve focused on in nearly all their courses is democracy, not liberty.
Assignments in these courses have tended all to raise problems about implementing democratic governance and
have left the issue of how individual liberty should be secured as practically irrelevant. Or, to put it more precisely,
the liberty, or human right, that is of interest in most of these courses is the liberty to take part in democratic
decision-making. (“Human rights” has come to refer in most of these course and their texts mainly to the right to
vote and to take part in the political process!)
Yes, of course, that is a bit of genuine liberty that many of the people of the world have never enjoyed, so for them
it is a significant matter, to be sure. But it is clearly not the liberty that the Declaration of Independence mentions
when it affirms that all of us are equal in having unalienable rights to our lives, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
The Declaration speaks of a very wide scope of individual liberty, while the premier public administration school
of America teaches, at least by implication, that the only liberty of any importance is the liberty to take part in
public policy determination.
This, I submit, is a travesty. Once democracy is treated as the premier public value, with individual liberty cast to
the side except as far as the citizenry’s freedom to take part in democratic decision-making, the scope of government is no longer limited in principle or in practice.
Nearly anything can become a public policy issue, so long as some measure of democracy is involved in reaching
decisions about it. And that, in fact, turns out to be a serious threat to democracy itself. Because when democracy
trumps liberty, democracy can destroy itself, and the law could permit the democratically reached destruction of
democracy itself!
That is just what happened in the Weimar Republic, where a democratic election put Hitler in power and
destroyed democracy. If you ever wonder why it is that public forums, including the Sunday TV magazine programs,
the Op Ed pages of most newspapers, the feature articles of most magazines do not discuss human liberty but fret
mostly about democracy, this is the reason: the major educational institutions tend not to care about liberty at all
and have substituted a very limited version of it, namely, democracy, as their primary concern.
Once that is accomplished, individual liberty becomes defenseless.
Indeed, democracy is just as capable of being totalitarian as is a dictatorship, only with democracy it seems less
clearly unjust, given that this little bit of liberty is still in tact, namely, to take part in the vote. (A little of this has
come to be discussed recently on some programs because of Harvard educated CNN GPS host Fareed Zakaria’s book,
The Future of Freedom [W. W. Norton, 2003], which is subtitled “illiberal democracy at home and abroad.”
Sadly, Zakaria seems to have abandoned his concerns about the matter and is now mostly taking part in discussions about how the country ought to be managed, like a firm.) True enough, democratic totalitarianism appears
more benign than a system under the direction of a tyrant but, as in Venezuela, unrestrained democracy can give
rise to the most belligerent version of dictatorship since Hitler’s Third Reich.
The proper approach to governance is to make all of it focus primarily on protecting the rights of the citizens to
their lives, liberty and property. This extension of the idea of the body − or security guard is the best model for how
governments should work and how their work should be appraised. Free men and women require this so as to live
their lives by their own judgment and in voluntary cooperation with their fellow citizens instead of being regimented by some group of “leaders” who view themselves as knowledgeable about the public interest.
In caring about democracy mainly or only, the more robust liberty that everyone is entitled to as a matter of his
or her human nature is now seriously neglected. It is even argued by some formidable legal scholars that individual
rights aren’t natural at all but granted by the government, leaving it indeterminate where that institution gains its
authority to grant such rights.
The result of all this is not all that different from how feudal orders behave.

Tibor R. Machan holds the R.C. Hoiles Chair in Business Ethics and Free Enterprise
at the Argyros School of Chapman University.
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Range Safety Officers Commended for Saving Man’s Life
By John Cotter, The Canadian Press

The owner of a firearms range at West Edmonton Mall is full of praise for two of her employees who may
have prevented a customer from killing himself with a rented pistol.
Flora Kupsch said when a man pointed a Glock 9-mm gun at himself Tuesday night after firing more than
40 rounds at a target, her staff stepped in and there was a scuffle.
Police say the man suffered a gunshot wound to the neck and was in stable condition in hospital.
“I am very, very proud of them the way they reacted,” Kupsch said Wednesday. “Everybody is shaken up
about what happened. I was just freaking out about the whole thing.”
The Wild West Shooting Centre has been operating for 13 years at the mall and bills itself as “Edmonton’s
Funnest Attraction.” Customers rent pistols and ammunition and paper targets to shoot at.
Ads for the centre say that no firearms licence is required. Wild West says it prides itself on following
strict safety protocols and employs friendly, experienced staff.
However, two men have died as a result of self-inflicted gunshot wounds in the past — one in 2007 and
another in 2008.
Kupsch said a man in his 50s came into the centre Tuesday night saying he had never fired a gun before.
He then paid the fee to rent the Glock — the type of pistol used by many police services across Canada —
and 50 rounds of ammunition, but then left the centre briefly to have a cup of coffee before taking the gun.
When he returned, he took the pistol and the ammunition to the firing line and began squeezing off
rounds under the watchful eye of a range officer.
She said her staff are trained to closely watch the customers to ensure that the muzzles of their rented
weapons are pointed down-range at all times.
When the customer began pointing the weapon at himself, the range officer stepped in and called on
another staff member for support.
“He was attempting to point the gun at himself,” she said.
“We watch the barrel, we don’t watch you shooting. We watch the barrel where it is pointing. When the
muzzle breaks the line, we will slap your hand.”
Kupsch said one of the employees involved in the scuffle has military experience and the man who helped
him also works as a security guard. She would only identify them as Dennis and Terry.
Lisa Sobchyshyn, an Edmonton Police Service spokeswoman, said it’s too early to say if the man with the
Glock was trying to take his own life.
She said the shooting range employees are being treated like heroes.
“They thought that his
behaviour was out of sorts,
trusted their intuition, and
sort of leapt into action,”
she said. “They played a
valuable role in preventing this from becoming a
tragedy.”
Kupsch said police have
told her the wounded man,
who hasn’t been identified,
could face criminal charges.
The shooting centre was
open for business Wednesday.
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From The Inbox
I love hearing from you, the reader of Canadian Rights and Freedom Bulletin.
If you would like to submit a comment about a story that’s appeared in Canadian Rights and Freedom
Bulletin or if you would like to submit an article for publication, you can do that by sending an email to
bulletin@rightsandfreedoms.org. Alternatively, you can submit your thoughts through the web form
located at http://support.rightsandfreedoms.org/contact-us/.
Yours in Liberty,
Christopher di Armani
First let me state that I wholeheartedly support honoring our men and women who wear a military uniform.
Past and present. But every Remembrance Day I am upset by all the talk of freedom.
The vast majority of veterans from both WW I and WW II were there because they had their freedom taken
away by conscription. How ironic that those who had their freedom curtailed are said to have fought and died in
the name of freedom. Doesn’t anyone see the absurdity in that?
This is a difficult subject to discuss as people immediately assume disrespect for veterans.
None is intended.
I disrespect those who force military personnel to fight somewhere in the world for whatever reason suits
them and then try to justify war by claiming it was in the name of freedom. Are they claiming Canada is a free
country? Your Rights and Freedom Bulletins themselves put a lie to that claim. Among many other things. So
obviously those wars were fought in vain.
I would claim that there is no place left on this planet where freedom reigns. Between religion and politics
every place has been enslaved by those who would control one and all by enforcing their own proper view of the
world and woe be to any who stand in their way.
I respectfully suggest that by saying that our veterans died for freedom you are helping our rulers rule us by
obfuscating the true reason for wars.
Dirk Emde
Your point is taken, Dirk, and I agree wholeheartedly that Canada is not a “bastion of freedom”. Not by a
long stretch. That said, when I honour our veterans every year, it should in no way be confused with an endorsement of the rationale of those who send our young men and women into harms way.
Yes, war is an ugly business, but the vast majority of veterans I talk with are proud of their service to country
in defense of the principles we stand for, and rightfully so. Dick Herring was one of those men.
Just last night I was working with a man who is an active reservist, and he explained that when Canada sends
our military to Afghanistan, for example, there are roughly six times as many volunteers for the mission as we
can send. Our military men and women are ready, willing and able to fight for the principles of Freedom and
Liberty, even of our political leaders can’t comprehend the meaning of those words.
Are they fighting for our freedom? That’s open to debate. What’s not open to debate (for me personally) is that
these brave men and women deserve our highest respect.
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